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                                     Best Quality Committed to super product quality !
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                        About Us

                        Welcome to Vyomchem  

                        TThis group is the brainchild of professionals who during their years of interactions/ exposure in various capacities in the API, Nutrition and allied industry realized that a discerning buyer in industry requires, apart from cost effectiveness and reliable service, perpetual information about the latest innovations and all other developments/happenings in the line. Founder's of this group are widely travelled, highly dedicated and focused people. 

 They carefully collect all possible information and data like honey bees collecting the nectar to cater the need of the clients. 
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                                    If you want to improve the organization, you have to improve yourself and the organization gets pulled up with you. That is a big lesson. I cannot just expect the organization to improve if I don't improve myself and lift the organization.
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                                          Indra Nooyi
  
                                          CEO : PepsiCo
 
                                        
  
                                      

                                

                            

                        
   
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                    Entrepreneurship is a journey of ups and downs. The key is to remain resilient and adaptable, to believe in your vision, and to learn from every step. It’s not just about ideas, but also about how you bounce back from setbacks and keep moving forward.
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                                          Falguni Nayar
  
                                          CEO : Nykaa
 
                                        
  
                                      

                                

                            

                        
    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                    Innovation and entrepreneurship are about seeing the invisible and doing the impossible. At Biocon, we've learned to embrace challenges, persist in the face of setbacks, and stay committed to our goals, transforming obstacles into opportunities for growth and success.
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                                          Kiran Mazumdar Shaw
  
                                          CEO : Biocon
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                                Contact us if you have a question
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                                minakshi@vyomchem.com

                                Drop us an email and we will get back to you
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                                 Monday to Saturday

                                We are open from 9:30 AM to 6:00 PM

                            

                        

                    

                

            

            

            
                
                    
                        
                           
                               About Us

                            This group is the brainchild of professionals who during their years of interactions/ exposure in various capacities in the API, Nutrition and allied industry realized that a discerning buyer in industry requires, apart from cost effectiveness and reliable service, perpetual information about the latest innovations and all other developments/ happenings in the line. Founder's of this group are widely travelled, highly dedicated and focused people.
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                             	Vyomchem Specialities: 
Ground floor, Show room no. G-05,
Home Land City Mall Baddi,
Chakkan Road, Baddi, Dist. Solan(H.P.) 173205
	minakshi@vyomchem.com
	+91- 9882020609
	www.vyomchem.com
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